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Key Takeaways
• Artificial Intelligence (AI) will profoundly change the real estate industry. It could generate €101 – €166 billion of additional value but also poses risks and ethical concerns.
• AI is currently used to streamline processes, improve accuracy, and empower professionals to make data-driven decisions.
• Understanding shifts in occupier markets from AI is crucial to optimising allocation decisions and maximising investment returns.

The real estate industry, traditionally characterised by its cautious adoption of new technologies, is now at a pivotal juncture. The emergence of AI, with its open-ended and self-evolving nature, promises to fundamentally change the way we live, work and play.

Investors, managers, and occupiers find themselves sitting atop mountains of proprietary and third party data, about properties, communities, and market dynamics. This wealth of information can be harnessed to tailor AI tools for real estate-specific tasks. Imagine lightning-fast identification of investment opportunities, efficient analysis of ESG data, revolutionary building and interior design, personalised marketing materials, and seamless customer journeys. The potential value creation is staggering with estimates suggesting that AI could generate between €101 – €166 billion for the real estate industry.

However, realising this potential requires more than just deploying foundational models. Stakeholders must navigate a number of complexities, mitigate their risk exposure, and confront ethical concerns.

In this report, we will look at how AI is currently used across the industry, and how it promises to reshape real estate through an occupier and investment lens.

The Evolution of AI (written by AI)²

Foundations of AI (1900–1950)

In the early 20th century, the idea of creating artificial beings intrigued scientists and visionaries. Alan Turing, a mathematician and computer scientist, played a pivotal role with his paper “Computer Machinery and Intelligence” in 1950, which introduced the concept of the Turing Test. This test evaluated a machine’s intelligence by assessing its ability to engage in human-like conversation.

The emergence of AI (1951–1956)

The early 1950s witnessed rapid advancements in digital computing. Claude Shannon’s creation of “Theseus,” a remote-controlled mouse capable of navigating a labyrinth and remembering its path, exemplified early AI capabilities. However, it was the Dartmouth Workshop in 1956 that truly ignited interest in AI, with researchers like John McCarthy and Marvin Minsky coining the term “artificial intelligence.” During this period, symbolic reasoning, problem-solving, and early machine learning techniques began to take shape.

AI maturation (1957–1979)

The subsequent decades were marked by both progress and challenges. Expert systems emerged, applying rule-based reasoning to specific domains. However, the 1970s saw the onset of what is known as the “AI winter”, characterised by unmet expectations and funding cuts.

Despite setbacks, research persisted, leading to breakthroughs in natural language processing, robotics, and neural networks.

The second wave of AI (1980–1999)

Renewed interest, fuelled by advances in machine learning algorithms and the availability of large datasets.

The Rise of Big Data (2000–present)

Advances in data collection, storage, and processing fuelled AI growth with machine learning algorithms thriving on large datasets. Increasingly sophisticated language models were developed allowing AI to become more accessible. Today, AI permeates our lives, from language translation to image recognition, and continues to evolve rapidly.

---

Figure 1: Timeline of AI

1950 Alan Turing creates a test to evaluate a machine’s intelligence by engaging in human-like conversation, the so-called “Turing Test.”

1951 Claude Shannon’s creation of Theseus, a robotic mouse which was an early example of machine-learning.

1955 Arthur Samuel develops a program that autonomously learned to play draughts.

1956 The term “Artificial Intelligence” was created at Dartmouth University.

1957 Frank Rosenblatt developed the perceptron, a type of artificial neural network.

1960s Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Computer Vision become active areas of research.

1972 MYCIN, an early AI system for treating blood infections, was developed at Stanford University.

1990 IBM supercomputer, Deep Blue, defeated chess grandmaster Garry Kasparov.


2019 Language model, Generative Pre-trained Transformer 2 (GPT-2), is released.

2020 ChatGPT is debuted.

2023 Generative AI (gen AI) tools experienced explosive growth with an estimated one third of global organisations using gen AI regularly in at least one business function.

---
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AI adoption

AI has been transforming a range of industries from financial services to healthcare, revolutionising processes, enhancing decision-making, and creating new opportunities. It is also poised to become an integral part of the real estate industry. Currently, it is mainly used to streamline processes, improve accuracy, and enable data-driven decisions. Some examples include:

Automated content creation: AI systems proficiently generate content, including emails, articles, and press releases. For instance, AI-powered tools can draft initial investment memorandums, providing a solid starting point for further refinement.

Law firm BCLP has used AI to develop a lease reporting tool which the firm claims will save its employees 25% of their time.

Legal document drafting: Litigation-related disclosure obligations were a gateway for AI to enter the legal world by transforming mass document review and enabling greater standards of compliance. Law firms now also leverage AI to draft legal documents, such as sale and purchase agreements and lease summaries. These AI systems analyse existing templates, extract relevant clauses, and generate customised contracts, streamlining the legal process. Law firm BCLP has used AI to develop a lease reporting tool which the firm claims will save its employees 25% of their time.4

Predictive analytics: AI algorithms analyse historical data to predict market trends and property values. Real estate professionals can make informed decisions based on these insights.

Virtual assistants and chatbots: AI-powered virtual assistants handle inquiries, schedule property viewings, and provide property information. With regards to leasing and property management, a case study from Elise AI claims they were able to increase their conversion rate by 112% and increase appointment bookings by 317%, whilst saving on average two hours each day.5

58% of organisations plan to improve ESG data collection using AI

The real estate industry has accumulated vast amounts of data. Historically, there have been persistent questions regarding how to efficiently analyse this data and leverage it for research, operations, and investment management. Now, with AI and AI-powered tools, we are witnessing a transformative shift. For example, AI enables organisations to efficiently track, analyse and report on ESG-related data, which is crucial for making informed decisions and meeting regulatory requirements. A KPMG survey stated that 58% of organisations plan to improve ESG data collection using AI.6

Shifting occupier markets

A less discussed perspective is AI’s potential influence on occupier behaviour and how their space usage and demands may evolve. Understanding shifts in occupier location, asset type and amenity preferences is crucial to optimising allocation decisions and driving investment returns.

1. Offices
   - Mass job losses from AI are not expected, but the nature of roles will change significantly
   - The nature of office space to continue shifting towards collaboration and social engagement whilst overall occupancy may be smaller as AI facilitates space optimisation
   - Occupiers to prefer centralised locations over satellite offices

One of the key concerns regarding AI and office markets is the prospect of automation displacing swathes of jobs and thereby reducing demand for space. After all, ChatGPT doesn’t need a desk! But the long list of examples through history of technological advancements and their impacts on the workforce show the reality is generally multifaceted – some jobs are displaced, others are altered, and many are created. Analysis of US employment finds that 60% of workers
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today are employed in occupations that did not exist in 1940. While AI-related net job losses are possible, the historical experience and adaptability of society over time suggests economic and employment growth is the more likely outcome of AI-related innovation.

Figure 2: US employment (million people)

A shift in the balance of tasks could see the nature of roles become more suited to a collaborative environment and reinforce preference shifts and space usage changes that have occurred since the pandemic. The purpose of the office has shifted towards performing human-centred, collaborative tasks, while workers are undertaking more of their ‘focused’ tasks at home. Occupiers are therefore prioritising centralised, rather than distributed or satellite locations, to maximise in-person interactions. This is supported by a greater proportion of office footprints being allocated to collaborative and activity-based working environments, such as meeting and conference rooms, stand-up areas, and communal spaces rather than desks.

The historical experience and adaptability of society over time suggests economic and employment growth is the more likely outcome of AI-related innovation.

Organisations will continue to strive to make their office footprint as efficient as possible, a trend which has been underway for decades. Dynamic desk management can be used to coalesce employees and reduce energy consumption where desks aren’t being utilised, with AI providing additional “smarts” to further optimise existing systems. This kind of management system is more likely to be adopted by larger occupiers, given their workforce and office floorplate can be more easily flexed, and they have a greater propensity to rationalise their footprint, compared to smaller occupiers. Ultimately, the ingredients for success will remain largely the same. Assets in the best central locations, offering diverse amenity and high-quality space for a suitable price, will outperform those that are less aligned to the preferences and needs of occupiers.
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An important byproduct of a more intelligent and efficient supply chain is cost reduction. The pandemic highlighted the shortcomings of global supply chains, however, most are still aligned to the lowest cost countries. If the cost of logistics falls, or efficiency improves significantly, this could alter the cost-risk trade-off and encourage more occupiers in developed economies to onshore a greater proportion of operations, boosting industrial real estate demand.

It is worth noting that ‘industrial real estate’ is a broad term. Not all occupier types will engage with AI in the same way or see the same outcomes. The strengths of AI suggest the biggest changes will be experienced by logistics-focused occupiers, managing the complex movement of materials and products across multiple markets at scale, particularly via standardised big-box warehouses. In contrast, light and medium industrial uses often incorporate both logistics and manufacturing elements. These occupier types, particularly those of smaller scale, may continue to be more reliant on human input and see little change in their operations. This part of the market continues to be more fragmented than ‘big box’ logistics and has witnessed less of a supply response to booming recent occupier demand, offering some compelling opportunities for investors.

Many occupiers are already leveraging AI in their facilities, for example by using intelligent autonomous robots to store and pick items, or by calculating optimised routes for human workers trying to navigate thousands of products. Given the pre-existing utilisation of automation and AI, we do not foresee recent advancements driving major changes to occupier space requirements at the asset level. However, it may mean a proliferation of automation adoption, and a more rapid replacement of ageing stock which is not fit-for-purpose due to inadequate slab strength or larger power requirements.

We expect the most significant implications for logistics and industrial assets will stem from improvements made in supply chain management. Demand forecasting, inventory requirements and transport routes can all be enhanced by AI’s ability to process vast amounts of data across various formats in real-time and advise accordingly, enhancing resilience and service. This could lead to footprint rationalisation, whereby occupiers prioritise large, centralised warehouses combined with smaller urban logistics units in close proximity to customers, with less reliance on medium-sized, intermediate facilities as they can better predict demand. This type of model, which historically would have been challenging due to its complexity and inability to respond to local supply or demand shocks, could provide the scale and control benefits of a centralised hub, with the agility and speed-to-customer of last mile fulfilment.

### 2. Logistics and industrial

- Adoption of intelligent autonomous robots to proliferate, particularly in big-box warehouses
- Occupiers may prioritise large regional hubs and small last mile sites, at the expense of medium-sized intermediate facilities as AI will better predict customer demand and optimise fulfilment
- Space demand could be boosted by onshoring in some industries, if supply chain efficiency improves significantly with AI’s help
3. Retail

- AI will force investors to focus on attracting omnichannel occupiers that leverage the advantages of both physical and digital retail.
- Stronger rental growth for assets which excel at either end of the spectrum – experiential leisure or last-mile convenience.
- Capital expenditure likely to rise as assets strive to evolve in line with technological change.

In retail, physical and digital channels continue to converge. Retail stores strive to match the low friction and ‘endless aisle’ online experience while e-commerce platforms endeavour to offer the product trial and social interactivity available in person. Outperformance is accruing to omnichannel retailers as a result.

While not everything can be replicated, we expect AI to further narrow the gap between shopping channels. AI will improve e-commerce product discovery by delivering personalised recommendations and engaging conversations with digital shop assistants. Virtual product trial will improve as augmented reality and AI technology combine to showcase furniture in your own home, or a new outfit as you move around. In the physical world, friction will be reduced as checkout-free shopping becomes more ubiquitous and shoppers are guided individually through malls and shops.

Like the industrial market, we expect these shifts to lead to a bifurcation of retailer footprints and performance. The success of a physical retail store in an AI-enabled world will require having a genuine point of difference and leveraging inherent strengths which cannot be replicated online.

At the discretionary end of the market (i.e. major malls), this means providing tactile, immersive social experiences – being a leisure destination for people to connect, rather than just shop. Typically, larger assets with leading brands and the latest store formats, a night-time economy and higher foot traffic volumes are better placed to succeed in this experiential segment of the market.

For convenience-oriented centres, the value of an asset as a last-mile fulfilment node will become more important, in addition to its strength of connection to the local community. Sites that can double as a retail shopfront and local fulfilment centre, with proximity to customers, access to transport networks and a conducive physical structure and land envelope, will be preferred.

In this environment, middle-market assets that do not lead on an experiential or convenience basis and lack the community-centricity of a smaller asset may underperform. A key challenge for assets in general will be evolving the retail offer to match the pace of technological change – and effectively managing the resultant capital expenditure.
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4. Enabling Infrastructure

- More data centres will be needed to handle the storage and processing demands of AI
- New markets may be created as ‘mission critical’ users leverage (edge) data centres in proximity to their operations
- Many current assets cannot offer the power and cooling required, necessitating capital expenditure or new development

While many of the non-traditional real estate sectors will be influenced by AI, data centres are clearly the most intertwined. The explosion of data storage and computing power required to leverage AI will likely mean greater demand for data centres. As low latency becomes more critical for some use cases, there could also be a shift towards edge data centres, potentially resulting in the creation of new markets closer to end users.

A key constraint in delivering the required new supply will be power. This is already an issue across the sector, and some markets have implemented soft or hard caps on development to protect the energy grid and maintain supply for other uses. These supply restrictions benefit existing asset owners, but limit those seeking to capitalise on AI tailwinds. The power and cooling requirements associated with AI exceed the capabilities of many current assets, meaning there will be heightened demand for new developments, skewed towards less crowded markets with more attractive energy costs and access. From an investment point of view, AI therefore creates an opportunity in power generation and storage infrastructure.
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Al dangers and ethics

While AI holds the promise of transforming the real estate sector, it also brings forth associated risks and ethical considerations. As we embrace AI-driven innovations, it becomes crucial to navigate these challenges and ensure responsible adoption. Some of the key considerations are:

Data quality: Real estate AI systems heavily rely on data for decision-making. Poor data quality can lead to biased outcomes, incorrect predictions, and suboptimal recommendations.

Data validation: Rigorous data validation and cleaning processes are essential, and real estate professionals should be transparent about data sources and limitations.

Environmental Impact: Training AI requires a significant amount of power which raises concerns about its environmental impact if it is generated by fossil fuels.

Security Risks: Vulnerabilities in AI systems may compromise sensitive real estate data, for example information on occupiers or asset-specific environmental performance.

Legal Risks: Care must be taken not to breach privacy, confidentiality or copyright responsibilities when collecting and using data. Organisations and investors also need to be cognisant of accountability and potential liability if relying on AI outputs.

Legislative Risks: Regulation is struggling to keep pace with rapid technology advancements and adoption, and current implementations of AI may draw regulatory scrutiny in the future.

Ethical Concerns: AI’s recommendations may not consider impacts on multiple stakeholder groups holistically.

Education and a greater understanding of AI within the industry will help mitigate these risks and ease ethical concerns. Whilst formal education can teach how to use these tools efficiently, employee driven upskilling will also be beneficial. Teams should engage in regular practice and discussions to foster understanding, whilst organisations must acknowledge the potential benefits and risks when integrating AI alongside human professionals.
A paradigm shift

AI will reshape operational approaches, elevate customer experiences, improve occupier retention, and enable more intelligent asset selection. The type of space occupiers want will evolve, causing significant demand shifts. While greater demand for data centres is a likely and well-known outcome, there are also opportunities across the traditional commercial real estate sectors to target bifurcations in footprints and align to occupier trends. Investors must understand these changes to optimise allocation decisions and increase investment returns, plus minimise risk which is just as important as maximising returns.

Grasping the intricacies of AI is an industry challenge. It is necessary to explore ways to harness its transformative capabilities, as well as weighing associated risks and ethical considerations. Education will be a key part of combatting this, alongside employee upskilling through applied learning. The ascent of AI is not a passing trend, but a paradigm shift that will define the future of real estate.
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